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Starting point
Catalan data only been mentioned as a side issue and in passing; see
Castroviejo Miró (2006: 219):
(1) A: Saps res de l’Antonio?
‘Have you heard from Antonio?’
B: Que en fa
de temps que no el veig!
that of.it does of time thatNEG him see.I
‘I haven’t seen him for such a long time!’
(= No, I haven’t heard from Antonio.)
B’: # Quant de temps que fa que no el veig!
‘How long it has been since I haven’t seen him!’
à a first indication of something much bigger: relations between
left peripheral functional categories and conversational moves.

Research question
It is well known that questions can be answered (or better:
‘responded to’) by other means than plain assertions (e.g.,
by other speech acts and/or by means of presuppositions).
But why should that-exclamatives then differ from
wh-exclamatives in this respect?

Hypotheses
• Highest functional projections of a clause do not only encode the
meaning of certain dialogue-oriented discourse markers (e.g., see
Holmberg 2015; Wiltschko & Heim 2016 on response particles).
• Rather, functional projections must also represent that some clause
types are more discourse-anaphoric to the previous context than
others.
• This anaphoricity is due to grammatical choices and can be shown to
be highly constrained.

German that-exclamatives
that-configurations that can be used as root clauses expressing an
exclamatory speech act in Germanic (Bennis 1998; d’Avis 2016; Delsing
2010); typical case of INSUBORDINATION:
(2)

a.
b.
c.

Dat hij die boeken kan lezen!
[Dutch]
that he those books can read
‘Wow, he can read those books!’
Dass er diese Bücher lesen kann!
[German]
that he those books read can
‘Wow, he can read those books!’
Att du hann till motet!
[Swedish]
that you reached to meeting.DEF
‘What a surprise that you reached the meeting!’

German that-exclamatives
that-exclamatives in Germanic can express ‘non-degree’ readings:
(3)

a.
b.
c.

Ich weiß, [dass der
schön
singen kann].
I know that this.one beautiful sing can
‘I know that he can sing beautifully.’
Dass der
schön
singen kann!
[‘Emotion zu Proposition’]
that this.one beautiful sing can
‘Speaker is amazed how he can sing beautifully.’
Wie schön
der
singen kann! [‘Emotion zu implizitem Grad’]
how beautiful this.one sing can
‘Speaker is amazed how beautiful he can sing.’

See Truckenbrodt (2013); d’Avis (2002).

Catalan that-exclamatives
that-configurations that can be used as insubordinate clauses and that
express an exclamatory speech act in Catalan (Romance); see Villalba (2003):
(4)

a.

b.

Que n’és, de car!
that of.it-is of expensive
‘How expensive it is!’
Que en tenen, de llibres!
that of.it have.3PL of books
‘How many books they have!’

Catalan that-exclamatives
In contrast to Germanic, Catalan that-exclamatives are always degree-based:
(5) a. #Que ha
that has
‘He died!’
b. Dass er
that he
‘He died!’

(6) a. Que n’és, de (#massa) car!
‘How (too much) expensive it is!’
b. Que (#massa) car que és!
gestorben ist!
‘How (too much) expensive it is!’
died
has
mort!
died

Catalan vs. German that-exclamatives
(7)

a.
b.

(8)

Catalan
German

#Que ha mort!
non-polar/degree
that has died
Que n’és, de car!
that of.it-is of expensive
Dass er gestorben ist! polar/non-degree
that he died
has
‘He died!’
polar
no
yes

degree
yes
no

Semantic properties of that-exclamatives.

From semantics to conversation
Catalan that-exclamatives are non-polar semantically, but we
hypothesize that they are polar at the level of conversation; they are
perfect responses to polar Qs ({p, -p}):
Cf. our key example again:
(9) A: Saps res de l’Antonio?
‘Have you heard from Antonio?’
B: Que en fa de temps que no el veig!
that of.it does of time that NEG him see.I
‘I haven’t seen him for such a long time!’ (= No!)

Testing exclamations in conversation
• online judgment task via SoSci Survey; items manipulated at two levels:
EXCLAMATION FORM:
that-exclamative, wh-exclamative, or declarative exclamation
DISCOURSE CONTEXT: preceding question polar or non-polar
• 4 items per condition + 4 ‘good’ fillers, 4 ‘bad’ fillers, and 4 ‘medium’
fillers (taken from a previous study; Trotzke in press).
• 36 stimuli in total; divided into 2 lists, each consisting of 24 items.
• All items designed in a strictly parallel fashion for the two languages, but
in a way making them sound most natural (choice of language-specific
names, interjections, etc.).

Testing exclamations in conversation
THAT-EXCLAMATIVE
Julia spricht mit Marc über alte Freunde aus der Schulzeit.
(‘Julia is talking to Marc about some old friends from their school days.’)
[POLAR]
Julia: „Hast Du in letzter Zeit mal von Hans gehört?“
(‘Have you heard from Hans recently?’)
Marc: „Ach der Hans! Dass ich ihn so lange nicht gesehen habe!“
(‘Lordy, Hans! How long it has been since I have last seen him!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
THAT-EXCLAMATIVE
Julia spricht mit Marc über alte Freunde aus der Schulzeit.
(‘Julia is talking to Marc about some old friends from their school days.’)
[NON-POLAR]
Julia: „Wann hast Du eigentlich das letzte Mal etwas von Hans gehört?“
(‘When have you heard something from Hans last time?’)
Marc: „Ach der Hans! Dass ich ihn so lange nicht gesehen habe!“
(‘Lordy, Hans! How long it has been since I have last seen him!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
WH-EXCLAMATIVE
Karl hat einen neuen Boss auf der Arbeit und unterhält sich mit einem
seiner Kollegen. (‘Karl has a new boss at work and is talking to one of his
colleagues.’)
[POLAR]
Kollege: „Macht Dein neuer Boss einen guten Eindruck?“
(‘Does your new boss make a good impression?’)
Karl:
„Mein Gott! Wie gemein dieser Kerl ist!
(‘My God! How mean this guy is!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
WH-EXCLAMATIVE
Karl hat einen neuen Boss auf der Arbeit und unterhält sich mit einem
seiner Kollegen. (‘Karl has a new boss at work and is talking to one of his
colleagues.’)
[NON-POLAR]
Kollege: „Was für einen Eindruck macht Dein neuer Boss?“
(‘What kind of impression does your new boss make?’)
Karl:
„Mein Gott! Wie gemein dieser Kerl ist!
(‘My God! How mean this guy is!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
DECLARATIVE EXCLAMATION
Fabian ist aufgefallen, dass sich Ulis Freund Thomas irgendwie verändert
hat. (‘Fabian noticed that Uli’s friend Thomas has somehow changed.’)
[POLAR]
Fabian: „Ist mit Thomas irgendetwas Neues passiert?“
(‘Has anything new happened to Thomas?’)
Uli:
„Mein Gott! Er ist so glücklich, seit er eine neue Freundin hat!“
(‘My god! He is so happy since he has a new girlfriend!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
DECLARATIVE EXCLAMATION
Fabian ist aufgefallen, dass sich Ulis Freund Thomas irgendwie verändert
hat. (‘Fabian noticed that Uli’s friend Thomas has somehow changed.’)
[NON-POLAR]
Fabian „Was ist mit Thomas denn los in letzter Zeit?“
(‘What is going on with Thomas recently?’)
Uli:
„Mein Gott! Er ist so glücklich, seit er eine neue Freundin hat!“
(‘My god! He is so happy since he has a new girlfriend!’)

Testing exclamations in conversation
• Participants: 34 native Catalan and 61 native German speakers;
Catalan speakers were also tested for language background to assess
Catalan dominance in everyday live.
• Method: Participants had to rate the acceptability of Speaker B’s
reactions on a scale ranging from 1 (= very bad) to 6 (= very good).
• Testing the method: ‘Intelligent’ fillers (‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘medium’) for
both languages were judged as expected, main effect of filler type on
acceptability judgments was highly significant (p < .001).

Testing exclamations in conversation
Figure 1. Catalan/critical items; whiskers represent SE
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à significant main effect of EXCLAMATION FORM (p < .001) + significant interaction

EXCLAMATION FORM and CONTEXT (p < .001), but no significant effect
of CONTEXT (p > .05).

Testing exclamations in conversation
Figure 2. German/critical items; whiskers represent SE
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à significant main effect of EXCLAMATION FORM (p < .001) + significant interaction of
EXCLAMATION FORM and CONTEXT (p < .01); again, no significant effect
of CONTEXT (p > .05).

Functional categories and conversational moves
• When used as a response (= indirect speech act) to questions in a
conversation, acceptability depends on the respective syntactic forms.
• Specifically, there is a robust distribution that holds cross-linguistically:
that-exclamatives are more felicitous as responses to polar questions.
• If there is a systematic relation between syntactic form and felicity in a
conversation, then this relation should be encoded in the functional
makeup of the clause.
• But why use that-exclamatives as a response in a conversation at all?

Functional categories and conversational moves
Hypothesis: Speaker may use indirect (10B) instead of (10B’) because both
utterances differ at the level of conversation:
(10)A: Saps res de l’Antonio?
‘Have you heard from Antonio?’
B: Que en fa de temps que no el veig!
that of.it does of time that NEG him see.I
‘I haven’t seen him for such a long time!’
B’: ‘I haven’t heard from him for a long time.’

(= No!)
(= No!)

Our claim: that-exclamatives add endorsing component to the conversation,
expressing that performing Q is justified/relevant to ongoing conversation.

Functional categories and conversational moves
that-exclama(ves operate at the level of the ‘conversa(on clause’
(FPconversa(on; see Wiltschko & Heim 2016), similar to what we see in:
(11) A: Who came to the class?
B: Yes! (= Exactly! One should ask that ques(on!)
(only available reading: aﬃrming that Q is a relevant ques(on).
that-exclama(ves can only be used to endorse Q:
(12) Saps res de l’Antonio?
# Que n'és d'estúpida la pregunta!
[that-exclama(ve]
Quina pregunta més estúpida!
[wh-exclama(ve]
‘What a stupid ques(on!‘
Where to locate ‘endorsement’ of a speech act in the func(onal hierarchy?

Functional categories and conversational moves
Ramchand & Svenonius (2014); Wiltschko (2014):
[CP
propositions

[TP …
situations

[VP… ]]]]
events

anchoring to
anchoring to
utterance context time, location, person

Functional categories and conversational moves
[FP
conversation

[CP
propositions

anchoring to
conversation/
interlocutors

[TP …
situations

[VP… ]]]]
events

anchoring to
anchoring to
utterance context time, location, person

See Wiltschko & Heim 2016; Holmberg 2015; and others.

Functional categories and conversational moves
[FP {that, -wh}
conversa,onal level

[XP ATT.OP
expressive level

[CP
]]
proposi,onal level

(…)]
(…)

anchoring to
anchoring to
anchoring to
conversa?on/
speaker’s aDtudes
uGerance context
interlocutors
that- and wh-exclama?ves behave similarly at the expressive level (i.e.,
amazement toward a fact or a degree), but they diﬀer in their contribu?on at
the conversa?onal level à exact syntac?c encoding topic for future work.

Main conclusions
• While Germanic and Catalan that-exclamatives are different at the
semantic level, they behave similarly at a higher discourse
(conversational) level: felicitous response strategy in polar contexts.
• Experimental research shows a systematic relation between syntactic
form and felicity as second move in a conversation; we thus suggest
to encode this information in the functional makeup of the clause.
Gràcies!
Danke!
Thank you!
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